
 

 
 

 

 

1. Applicant

Full name: 

Adress: 

Telephone: 

E-mail address:

2. Requested measure:

Measure:

I have already received funding in the same matter (e.g. post-doctoral fellowship) by
(institution, programme, amount and duration):

 

 

 

 

Faculty:

Institution/ Institute: 

Dean/ Head of institution:

Career phase:

Student

Doctoral student

Postdoc

Application for funding

„Career promotion of female scientists“ 
(Dorothea Schlözer Programme)

Excpected graduation (month/year):

Start of doctorate (month/year):

Date of disputation (month/year):

Date, signature of applicant

Start and end of measure (within the period from 01.06.2024 to 31.05.2025):

Amount of funding applied for (incl. co-financing by the relevant faculty/ institute/ supervisor):

horn57
Pfeil

horn57
Pfeil

horn57
Pfeil



3. Description of the measure 

Meaningful description of the requested measure (max. 3.000 characters):



Detailled budget plan

Individual items (e.g. travel/accomodation costs, daily allowance)

Total

Costs

Please list the costs incurred in detail and briefly explain the individual items, if necessary with 
Schedule, e.g: SHK with (BA/FH) degree, 20 hours per month, DD.MM. - DD.MM.YYYY.
Please plan realistically (also use the personnel cost calculation tables of the University for stu-
dent and research assistants) and take into account possible fluctuations (e.g. for travelling ex-
penses).



Optional: List previous/current delays or obstacles (e.g. care tasks, multiple load e.g. during the 
corona pandemic, health restrictions) (max. 1.500 characters):

Explanation of the expected career-enhancing effect of the requested measure on your 
individual career (max. 2.500 characters):



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current contract situation (start/ end of current contract), if applicable start/end of scholarship 
or similar (max. 700 characters):

If yes, please explain the status of the implementation of the measure and, if applicable, its 
career-enhancing effect on your career. Which additional positive effects do you expect from the 
newly requested measure (max. 1.500 characters)?

I have already received funding in this programme.

yes    no



Please note that prior consultation with the programme coordinator is mandatory when applying 

for individual measures (see website).

Complete applications can be submitted by email in the form of one pdf file to:

Tina Bergmann: Tina.Bergmann@zvw.uni-goettingen.de

Please enclose the following documents with the application:

  - Curriculum vitae including the most important documents, students: proof of enrollment

  - If necessary, further relevant documents (e.g. confirmation of conference contribution

  - Statement of the academic supervisor or a professor of the relevant faculty/ institution (with

a focus on the applicant's career development and potential as well as the appropriateness of 

the measure)

  - Confirmation of co-financing by the relevant faculty/ institute/ supervisor

  - If applying for start-up funding: Meaningful description of the research project (max.
3 pages)

 

 
 
 

We appreciate the following voluntary information for the evaluation of our programme. They 

help in the development of further gender equality-oriented promotion measures.

Nationality:

Country of acquisition of higher 

education entrance qualification:

Children:

If yes, birth dates of children:

yes    no

We would like to point out that the submission of an application constitutes consent under data pro-

tection law the processing of your application data by us. You can find more information on the legal 

basis and use of data under "Datenschutzhinweise" on the website.

mailto:Tina.Bergmann@zvw.uni-goettingen.de
https://www.uni-goettingen.de/en/670625.html
https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/document/download/bda462fb9ffff8c13a51f3a7b6231b3a.pdf/Antrag_KWiss_Anlage_KoFi_2023_02.pdf
https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/document/download/2d8acdab3c50f19a5becde64f95d648a.pdf/Hinweisblatt%2013%20DSGVO_Karrieref%C3%B6rderung.pdf
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